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“[Prepon] returns to the written word with this heartfelt, honest look at motherhood, styled as

both informative guidebook and raw memoir.” —Entertainment Weekly When actor, director,

and author Laura Prepon first became a mother, she felt raw, full of stress, and blindsided. She

sought out resources to help navigate this huge life transition, but only found books

about childcare with almost nothing on the shelves about momcare. So, Laura decided to write

the book she was looking for. You and I, as Mothers: A Raw and Honest Guide to

Motherhood is part memoir, part handbook, as Laura digs into her own unconventional

upbringing and investigates how it shaped her as a person and as a mother, with intimate

stories and never-before-shared anecdotes brought forth in an effort to understand our

collective experience as mothers. The book is packed with practical tips for moms of any age,

at any stage of motherhood, such as stress reduction techniques, self-care, protecting one’s

partnership, asking for help, and getting a global perspective on maternity. Also included are

easy and delicious recipes, from ideas for kids-friendly food, to romantic dinner dates, and

batch-cooking favorites that will help any parent feed their family.Unfiltered, honest, and

insightful, Laura encourages the reader to acknowledge their challenges, embrace their

strengths, and celebrate their victories as we navigate the greatest adventure of all:

motherhood.“Every mother, partner, and friend can benefit from the evocative and hard-earned

wisdom within these pages.” —Mila Kunis“A powerful multi-hyphenate manifesto examining the

most important and often overlooked realities of modern motherhood, written with wit,

extraordinary grace, and real guts.” —Amber Tamblyn

“I've been wondering how Laura managed to do it all . . . while remaining fabulous and sane.

I’m so glad she finally shared in this book the reality of her journey that we can all learn from.”

-- Ali Wong  � comedian and New York Times bestselling author of Dear Girls“You and I, as

Mothers is a powerful multi-hyphenate manifesto examining the most important and often

overlooked realities of modern motherhood, written with wit, extraordinary grace, and real

guts.” -- Amber Tamblyn  � author of Era of Ignition: Coming of Age in a Time of Rage and

Revolution “A must-read for new mothers. You can literally turn to any page and get that little

nugget of wisdom to get you through the day.” -- Danielle Brooks  � singer and actress on Orange

Is the New Black“Even though I’m not a mother—and hope to never be one—everything in this

book is relatable if you want to be healthier, stronger, and more present.” -- Chelsea Handler  �

comedian and New York Times bestselling author“Every mother, partner, and friend can

benefit from the evocative and hard-earned wisdom within these pages.” -- Mila Kunis  �

actress“The Orange Is the New Black alum returns to the written word with this heartfelt,

honest look at motherhood, styled as both informative guidebook and raw memoir.”  �

Entertainment Weekly“Not all of the entries in the book are celebrations: there have been

plenty of setbacks along the way, too. But the overall trend is toward equal rights for women,

and this book is a great overview of how things have changed.”  � GeekDadAbout the

AuthorLaura Prepon is a versatile actress whose career spans both film and television. She

made her television debut on the long-running sitcom That ’70s Show, portraying Donna

Pinciotti, and recently wrapped the seventh season of the hit Netflix original series Orange Is

the New Black, on which she portrayed Alex Vause. In addition to her on-camera work in

Orange Is the New Black, Laura directed multiple episodes. She is also the New York Times



bestselling author of The Stash Plan. 
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MotherhoodCHAPTER 2HOW WERE YOU MOTHERED?Looking Back in Order to Look

ForwardCHAPTER 3YOU, VERSION 2.0, MOM EDITIONExploring Your Maternal

SuperpowersCHAPTER 4CONTROLLearning When and How to Let GoCHAPTER
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Nourishment Nitty-GrittyCHAPTER 11RECIPESA FINAL

WORDNOTESACKNOWLEDGMENTSI’M A MOM.The same day I joined the motherhood clan,

roughly 360,000 other women around the world also gave birth.1Maybe you’re a new mother.

Or expecting to be one soon. It’s also possible you’re reading this book while your twelve-year-

old does homework, your teenager practices on his drum set in the basement, or you’ve just

gotten off a call to your kid at college. No matter . . . I’ve written this book for us all.Today is

probably the best time ever to be a woman. We women can run anything: marathons,

households, businesses, and countries. We can communicate at lightning speed, and our

voices are finally being heard within our culture, shaping its future. Twenty-first-century ladies

are not to be messed with . . .And still, we are humbled by motherhood.Which is weird,

because we are neither the first moms on the planet, nor will we be the last. So how is it that

something so ancient, commonplace, and downright universal remains so personal, powerful,

and endlessly varied? Why is every woman so profoundly transformed by becoming a mother?I

know I was.During my pregnancy, I was out to lunch with a girlfriend, and I asked her to share

with me what she struggled with most as a mother. This was my first pregnancy, so I wanted to

know from another working mom what to look out for. She peeked back over each shoulder,

then leaned in surreptitiously, ready to share a secret. “It’s . . . um . . . hard, girl,” she whispered,

as if she was supposed to have pulled off an A+ in Mommy class but had come up with a

shameful C. I could feel her disappointment in herself. It was awful.This scenario occurred on

more than a few occasions: the whispering, the self-doubt, the apologetic tone. Not yet a

mother, I could not for the life of me understand why. My rah-rah self thought, Come on! It can’t

be that tough. We’ve all dealt with plenty of stress before . . . you got this!Little did I know, I was

about to experience a shattering soul-explosion of my own. I’ll tell you my truth, and not in a

whisper: I felt blindsided by motherhood.In the early days, I—someone who generally

considers herself confident—felt insecure, clueless, and scared. I went from being the center of

my universe to being displaced by a chubby-cheeked redhead staring up from my boob. I knew



it was the natural order of things, but . . .This was big.One night, my daughter was asleep, and I

sat in bed, crying. Ben, my husband, was listening to me patiently. “I don’t feel like myself,

babe,” I confessed. I lifted my head and looked him straight in the eye to deliver what felt like

the scariest line ever: “The woman you married is gone.”The words hung in the room for a

couple of seconds. “You are different now,” said Ben. “You’re a mother.” He said it with such

strength and nobility, it cut directly to my core.I straightened my shoulders and lifted my head. I

am a mother, I thought, and it’s okay to be scared right now.In that moment, I felt a shift: A

version of myself was disappearing, and a new one was taking its place. And this new me

needed new resources—stat.Ever since then, I’ve been reaching out, asking questions, and

doing research. I wanted to know what was happening to me . . . what happens to all of us

when we go from woman to mother, and how to take care of ourselves in the best ways

possible on this incredible, heart-squeezing ride.Why is every woman so profoundly

transformed by becoming a mother?And I’ve learned a ton: fascinating stuff about the female

brain and how it changes during pregnancy and motherhood; the amazing role oxytocin plays

in all our lives; effective ways of de-stressing; how to maintain career/family balance; beauty

and fitness tips; how to ask for help; and ways to keep the relationship with your partner strong

and healthy once children are on the scene.And because good nutrition is incredibly important

(I wrote a cookbook called The Stash Plan, and I’m the daughter of a gourmet chef), I’ve put

together some healthy, delicious recipes for you—some I’ve borrowed from other moms, and

others I’ve created on my own, from quick protein fixes, like the perfect hard-boiled egg, to pho,

a soup recipe that brings the whole family together—something that is becoming harder and

harder to accomplish these days.I continue to glean wisdom from experts and mothers who

know the road ahead of me. I refer to them as my “Mom Squad,” and they are some

powerhouse ladies, including Mila Kunis, Jenji Kohan, Daphne Oz, and Amber Tamblyn, plus

some other badass friends who work unorthodox jobs while bringing up their kids. I’ll also

share some amazing stuff from researchers studying the female brain and my own amazing ob-

gyn, and I even sat down with a survival expert! They all offer fascinating facts and insights,

and many of them share how they handle the daily struggles, uncertainty, and remarkability of

being a mom. They give us tips on how we can take care of ourselves—physically, emotionally,

and otherwise—as we do The Most Important Job on Earth. You will hear their voices pop up

throughout the book, offering us their ideas and secrets and sharing their most humbling mom

moments.I’ll also be asking you personal questions, offering you the opportunity to reflect on

your own life and how it has changed since you’ve become a mom. We will also take a look at

how other women mother around the world, getting a global perspective on maternity and

considering all sorts of different ways of mothering.We live in a culture where motherhood is

most often discussed in the context of raising children and not the experience of the mother.

For the first time, I was able to ask myself the hardest questions about my own unconventional

upbringing, which brought me into confrontation with my darkest fears. The journey of writing

this book has empowered me to confront the past, meet today’s greatest challenges, and

celebrate the deepest joys of my adult life. I hope You and I, as Mothers feels like an intimate,

informative, and honest conversation between you, me, and my Mom Squad, as our real

strength comes from dropping our defenses and sharing our truths.Let’s get started. I’ll kick off

this conversation with how it began for me . . .MY CRASH-LANDING INTO MOTHERHOODI

was naked, wrapped in a shower curtain, on a cold, concrete floor. A long strip of duct tape

bound my feet and hands behind my back, while a shorter one covered my mouth, rendering

me mute.I wiggled, trying to free myself, but it was useless. My captor, a man in black military

fatigues, circled the small room menacingly. Frantic, I looked around at the five other women on



the floor, bound and gagged just like me. He grabbed one of them by the hair, and she cried

out in pain as he dragged her to the center of the room.“Make all the noise you want,” he

growled. “No one is gonna hear you.”“CUT!”A mob of crew members rushed into the scene.

Duct tape was gently pulled from our mouths. I was lifted up, and my hands were freed.

Through the melee of props being reset, duct tape adjusted, and wardrobe tweaked, I hopped

to the man in black to offer him direction: “On the next take, remember the power you’re

wielding.” He nodded, taking in the suggestion. “When you speak to us,” I added, “It’s scarier to

say that last line like a simple fact: ‘Make all the noise you want. No one is going to hear you.’ ”I

was directing episode ten of the fifth season of Orange Is the New Black. It was the last day of

filming, and we had several scenes in a janitor’s closet, where five of my fellow castmates and

myself were being held hostage by the character of Piscatella, a power-drunk prison guard.

Although I’d never had to direct myself while wrapped naked in a shower curtain with no use of

my limbs, we finished the day successfully, and when I arrived home, I gratefully flopped into

bed.Ahhh.The next morning, I could barely lift my head.I was exhausted in a way I’d never

been before. I was actually concerned about the depth of tiredness I was experiencing; my

whole body felt like lead.If being a director was this exhausting, I had a problem.Directing was

my lifelong dream. Even at seventeen, on my first big acting job—That ’70s Show—I would

study everything the director did, following him around, asking questions. Eventually, I tracked

down a teacher at a film school near the studio where we filmed the show. He was the father of

a friend, and when he saw how determined I was to learn, he arranged to teach me his

directing curriculum in the evenings, after both of us had finished our day jobs.When I finished

the course, he ended up producing my next short film, and I was on my way.But here I was,

directing a prestigious project that more-experienced directors had vied for, and I was

completely drained. Wiped out.In an attempt to rally, I dragged myself downstairs to make what

my husband lovingly refers to as my “moonshine.” An epic, organic, cold-brew coffee made with

homemade almond milk and simple syrup, this concoction never fails to get me going. I drink

my moonshine every single morning; I even travel with my special coffee beans and my cold-

brew machine. I love this stuff.However, as I poured the coffee into my favorite cup, its aroma—

which normally delights me—made me queasy. I did my best to ignore this signal and

continued my usual cold-brew chemistry, mixing the ingredients just so. The ritual itself gave

me pleasure, and I was hoping the brew would do its trick, but I could only take a few sips, and

those I could barely swallow.Something was definitely off.I leaned on the kitchen counter and

experienced the hot flush of fever. My muscles felt weak, my head was pounding, and I was

woozy, but I was finally beginning to put two and two together: Someone on the set must have

had a bug and given it to me.I pulled on my sneakers and dragged myself out of the apartment

to buy some cold medicine. Walking down my New York City street toward the closest

pharmacy, I passed a vendor setting up his hot food cart, and the smell of sizzling meat

produced a wave of nausea that made me lose my balance. I stumbled across the sidewalk

and leaned on a building while I caught my breath. I did my best to act nonchalant for the

passersby who were witnessing me doubled over and ready to vomit.And that’s when it hit me:

I’m pregnant.For a moment, the city seemed to come to a standstill, and I noticed only my own

breath. I’m pregnant?I reached for my phone, tapped in “signs of pregnancy,” and saw that

morning’s itinerary read back to me: fatigue, nausea, headaches, flu-like symptoms.That was

me.In shock, I staggered along to the pharmacy, but instead of grabbing Theraflu and Sudafed,

I filled my basket with pregnancy tests. Wanting to avoid any possibility of misreading the

results, I purchased every version: standard urine sticks, tests with digital readings, and tests

with two-step digital readings. I grabbed a large bottle of water and started chugging; I was



gonna need to pee.As soon as I got home, I took all three tests and then laid them on the

counter. I paced (as much as one can in the bathroom of a New York City apartment), waiting

for the three minutes to tick by. I stared at the sticks intently for any hint of a sign. Then

suddenly, they revealed their results like a Vegas slot machine: pregnant, pregnant . . .

PREGNANT!I sat in the bathroom, my vision blurred with tears. I cupped my mouth in

excitement and awe. I had never even had so much as a pregnancy scare, and here I was,

considering how my life was about to change forever. I always knew I’d be a mom someday, but

I didn’t think it would happen right that second. Ben and I had been hoping to get pregnant but

not actively planning on it.So this wasn’t big news just for me . . .I snuck into the bedroom with

the digital test that clearly read PREGNANT in big letters. I turned on the bedside lamp and

woke up my husband.“Babe,” I whispered, “I need to show you something.”I handed Ben the

stick, and he read our fortune through sleepy eyes, which widened instantly. He pulled me into

an embrace, overjoyed as the news rippled through him. “I knew it!” he said, with a huge smile

on his face. “I knew it.”I bought every book about pregnancy I could get my hands on; I knew

my body was about to undergo some big changes, and I like to be prepared. I read all the

books, watched videos, and talked to friends. I downloaded an app that gave weekly updates

on what was happening in my body, including comparing the size of my baby to a fruit or

vegetable; that first week, she went from a pea to a blueberry.I researched the best foods to

eat while pregnant, bought books to read to my baby in the womb, and made a classical-music

playlist to play for her through my belly. Having learned some powerful nutritional wisdom in

order to recover from health struggles in my twenties (which I detailed in my first book), I fired

up a bone broth, pronto. I wanted to start nourishing my baby as soon as possible.My

pregnancy was pretty by-the-book—or should I say by-the-app?—as every week, my body

mirrored the updates arriving on my phone: backaches, bloating, round ligament pain,

heartburn, butterfingers, crying . . . you name it, I went through it. All the books I’d purchased

also covered these symptoms, so I felt assured that my pregnancy was par for the course.Our

birth experience also went as well as possible, given that the umbilical cord was wrapped

around Ella in such a way that she was unable to descend fully. After eighteen hours of labor,

we were faced with an emergency C-section.Within minutes of that decision, I was lying on a

table in a brightly lit operating room. My arms were out to the sides, tied to two planks, crucifix

style. A blue surgical sheet was propped up at my waist so I couldn’t see what was going on

down below.Ben was seated at my left shoulder, holding my hand as the anesthesiologist

tested the numbness of my midsection. After a moment, the surgical team went to work,

helping Ella make her way safely into the world. The precision, expertise, and care of my

doctors were unparalleled.I breathed deeply as Ben stroked my hair and whispered in my ear

about one day visiting the coast of Northern California as a family. I closed my eyes as he

described the gigantic redwoods we’d show our daughter. He sketched the sky, the waves, and

the sun hitting the mountains with his words. As Ben was directing my mind, the doctor

directed the surgery. “In a moment, you’re going to feel a tug,” she said. “It will feel like a little—

and then a lot—of pressure.”I opened my eyes and looked at Ben. He smiled through his

nerves.“Okay,” I said, not sure how much choice I actually had at that point.My mind went

silent. Just inches away, there were sounds, and pressure, but it all felt sort of distant. I held my

breath. Seconds passed. The intensity in the room peaked and then released: Ella was out.And

then she squawked. That’s the only way I can describe it. It wasn’t a cry or a shriek. It didn’t

come with any particular feeling; it was simply a squawk of life.Her first “hello.”The sound of her

voice tore through my entire being. It woke up a part of me I hadn’t known was there. I tried to

inhale but was choked by emotion.I ached to touch her, but my arms were restrained while my



belly was being sutured, so the doctor handed Ella to Ben. I couldn’t stop crying or catch my

breath. He brought her closer to me so I could see her.The mother in me was born.For the next

two days, we stayed at the hospital to be monitored after the surgery. After Ella’s grand exit

from it, my abdomen felt like a vacant room, where the original furniture—my organs—had to

rediscover their places. I had to wear a special compression garment around my belly. Still,

standing up made me feel like I was being ripped in half, and I doubled over just trying to walk

five steps to the bathroom. I had to ask Ben to stop telling jokes, because laughing was

downright painful. Even with all this, my doctor assured me that everything would settle and

find its way back home, which it ultimately did.The human body is a marvel.The feeling of

bonding with my husband, and this new life, is almost impossible to put into words. Together,

we discovered Ella’s perfect gripping fingers and impossibly tiny toes, and we gazed deeply

into her eyes (when they were open). I felt exhausted, relieved, and madly, madly in love. It was

pretty awesome.And then we were released into the world.Riding in the taxi home from the

hospital, we now had a car seat between us, carrying our two-day-old daughter. Ben and I

looked at each other, our faces weird mixes of fear and excitement as we started this new

chapter of our lives. It felt like just a minute before, Ella had been in my belly, and now she was

here, doing her little squawk, like she ran the joint.It was surreal.A few days later, I was sitting

on the bed, staring into the middle distance, and being bound and gagged on a concrete floor

was starting to sound good. I had been thrown into a type of sleep deprivation that blurred the

lines of reality as I knew it. Sure, I’d pulled all-nighters before; I’d experienced brutal, twenty-

three-hour workdays and long nights of debauchery . . . but nothing like this.As those early

days unfolded, I couldn’t seem to figure out how to take care of Ella. My maternal instinct was

there—I felt love beyond anything I’d ever known—but I was so afraid that I was going to mess

up and she would somehow get hurt.And on top of the fear was frustration. I am a prepper, a

researcher. I like to study things, and I couldn’t find a single book I could relate to.No matter

how hard I tried, I couldn’t ace this. A horrible insecurity welled up and threatened to drown me;

I felt crippled by inadequacy and self-doubt. I thought I had gotten rid of all that stuff years ago,

and yet here it was, swallowing me whole.Meanwhile, my hormones were all over the place;

tears ran down my face, and they just wouldn’t stop. My eyes were blurry from the constant

stream of tears pouring out of them. I cried so much that I became dehydrated. I cried tears of

fear that Ella might choke on her milk; tears from the pain of my C-section incision; tears of joy,

watching Ben bond with Ella. I felt, for the first time in my life, totally out of control.Other things

started getting weird, too . . .I used to pride myself on my memory: I could remember the

names of waiters and waitresses from years before; entire scenes of dialogue were a breeze to

memorize; I could recite the names of every single one of the two hundred OITNB crew

members. Yet now, I was spending thirty minutes looking frantically for my keys . . .The ones in

my hand.As the days passed, little by little I got stronger. I started to trust my instincts again. I

finally realized that hormones are real and that they were responsible for so much of what I

was experiencing; I wasn’t crazy. Our confidence as parents started growing, and we figured

out ways to get more precious sleep. Finally, when I was able to rest, cook, and move my body

again, I felt my sanity start to come back. After six weeks of maternity leave, I returned to

work.Thankfully, I started to feel like myself again. An entirely different version of myself, with a

completely different lifestyle, but myself nonetheless. I’ve finally realized there’s no mastering

this stuff, but what helps me most is sharing my experience with other mothers, hearing theirs,

and continuing to learn as we go on this incredible adventure.QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER•

How did you feel when you first saw your children?• Which parts of mothering felt easy and

natural from the start?• Which parts have been more challenging?• How have you seen



yourself grow?LOOKING BACK IN ORDER TO LOOK FORWARD“Oh, my God, I’m turning

into my mother.”You know the feeling. For me, it’s usually when I hear myself using her

phrases, like when I say that someone has “bats in the belfry” (an old-timey phrase meaning

they’re crazy) or muse that “hunger is the best seasoning” when a guest compliments my

cooking. And when I crawl into bed with a glass of wine and a bowl of crunchy, salty treats (she

called them “nibblies”), that’s when I’m sure . . . I’m turning into my mother.We are all affected

by our parents, in many ways: from repeating their patter or habits, to the way a face is held; a

quick response or lack thereof; the way you either chill a room or warm it up exactly the way

your parents did when you watched them as a youngster.My daughter, now a toddler, copies

words I say, tries on my shoes, and wants to play with anything I have in my hand. She hangs

out with me in the kitchen and raises her arms, saying, “Up, up!” until I pick her up and give her

a better view of what I’m cooking.She even watches my expressions and tries her own versions

of them. I’ve been told I concentrate with a furrowed brow, a physical trait my father had, too.

Recently, Ella looked straight at me and furrowed her brow, and I saw a glimmer of my dad.

This perception of him—coming back to life through my kid—overwhelmed me with

emotion.Now that I’m a mother, I find myself thinking about how the parenting I received

affected me, and still affects me, now more than ever. And it’s not just the good stuff, but also

the quirky stuff, as well as the bad. While I am a true proponent of “You are responsible for your

actions” (a positive notion I gleaned from my mother), how we were parented, or not parented,

affects us.How could it not?My mother, Marjorie, always looked like she just stepped off the set

of Dynasty. She never left the house without her hair and makeup done perfectly, complete with

false eyelashes and big hair with swooping bangs, à la Krystle Carrington. Her daily uniform

consisted of high heels, black silk slacks, a loud patterned silk Pucci-style shirt, and a wide

elastic belt with a large gold buckle accentuating her slim waist. Liberace-esque rings covered

her hands, and as a child, I wondered how she could gesticulate with her slender fingers under

the weight of them. I think that, because she grew up with nothing, she wanted people to know

that she was a Doctor’s Wife.My mother had a Zagat guide that she would dog-ear and

underline. She liked to go to the top restaurants in New York City, try the dishes, then come

home and perfect the recipes.She would do her cooking into the wee hours of the morning. Our

household had no rules, and my four siblings and I often referred to it as Wild Kingdom.

Although some of us needed more structure than others, I survived well with so much freedom,

and I would often walk into the kitchen—after midnight—to revel in my mother’s latest culinary

obsession.During her Peking duck phase, I found her standing at the counter, a large, plucked

duck sitting on a pan in front of her. With elegant, swooping motions, she sewed up the duck’s

skin with a large needle threaded with cooking twine. “You have to sew up all the holes, so no

air escapes,” she instructed me as she turned back, concentrating on the task at hand. Her

glasses hovered just above her nose, twine tied in a small bow at the bridge of her glasses,

with the other end of the twine tied to a little hair clip that she clipped to the top of her head—a

contraption she’d created so that her glasses never touched her nose, so no indentation could

be left.To this day, I wear lightweight glasses that don’t leave marks.Once she finished with the

twine, she pulled a bicycle pump onto the table and stuck its tip into a tiny opening in the duck’s

skin. She told me to hold it in place as she pressed down on the pump. I climbed up onto a

chair next to her and did as I was told. A loud PFFST sound filled the kitchen. I laughed as she

continued to press down, the tip of the pump slipping out of the skin.“Hold it tight!” she said,

enjoying the moment thoroughly.“It’s slippery!” I giggled.As she put the nozzle back into place,

she instructed her midnight sous chef, “You have to get air between the skin and the

meat . . .”PFFST!“That’s how the skin gets crispy when you cook it.”She continued pumping the



bicycle pump a few more times, then removed it to sew up the last remaining hole. She then

proceeded to untwist a wire hanger as she asked why I wasn’t in bed. “If you hoot with the owls

at night, you can’t soar with the eagles in the morning,” she warned as she poked the hanger

through one of the duck’s eye holes and out through the other one. With a graceful

nonchalance, she molded the hanger into a hook, off which the dead duck could hang. She

pulled up the whole contraption, duck attached, checking it for strength.It was quite a feat.The

next day, I saw the same duck hooked to my mother’s closet door with a large fan blowing on it.

She exited her oversized closet in her usual outfit, pulling on a long fox fur coat as I observed

the duck gently swaying from the breeze of the fan. “You need to dry out the skin. That’s how

you get that signature crisp,” she declared as she sashayed out the door.My mother had

passion. Her cooking allowed her to express her artistic sensibility, her creativity, and her joie

de vivre. She was the most driven person I have ever known, and her stubbornness was

almost inspiring. You want to see stubborn? Tell Marjorie she can’t do something.She

continued making her Peking duck for five nights in a row until she perfected it, then moved on

to her next phase: the Week of Caviar, every day of which she drove into Manhattan to

Petrossian, a boutique renowned for its caviar, foie gras, and smoked fish, to get the finest

beluga and sevruga. She would make blini—mini Russian pancakes—and then carefully pile

the caviar on top of each one, finishing it off with a glamorous dollop of crème fraîche. I was

nine at the time, so the whole concept of caviar was sort of lost on me, but I enjoyed the

spectacle and my mother’s intensity around it.During Sushi Week we all piled into the car and

drove more than an hour to a Japanese fish market in order to procure the freshest catch of

the day. Marjorie would muscle her way in, standing shoulder-to-shoulder with professional

sushi chefs, picking out her toro. She had confidence and strength and was never afraid to try

something new. A quality I hope to pass on to my daughter.Marjorie’s mother, my grandmother,

was all set to take her vows as a nun when she came back home to New York City for a visit.

There she met my grandfather, who must have seemed pretty fantastic at the time, because

she broke her engagement to Jesus for him.Alas, he wasn’t that amazing, because after

fathering three kids with her, he bailed on the family during the Great Depression, and she was

left with nothing but three little mouths to feed. With the pluck and courage she passed on to

Marjorie, my grandmother got a factory job for Grumman making rivets for airplanes; she was a

real-life Rosie the Riveter.My siblings and I have many memories of going out to Huntington,

Long Island, to stay with my grandmother. She would dumpster-dive for food and come back

with iceberg lettuce and other odds and ends from her trek. We had become accustomed to a

certain level of cuisine, so canned sardines and iceberg lettuce from the dumpster (“It’s fine,

you just peel off the outside leaves . . .”) were a far cry from what we were used to. Looking

back now, I can appreciate why my mother felt it was important for us to spend this time there.

It also gave me a small taste of what she grew up with and empathy for how she was raised.It’s

easy to look around at today’s world and take our freedoms and conveniences for granted, so

when I actually put my mother’s life into a historical context, her spirit and boldness impress me

even more. Marjorie went to Vassar, where she studied art history and drama before becoming

an art history teacher. Given that she’d grown up with so little, getting into Vassar was a big

deal.An added bonus to college life, especially for a young woman who’d come from nothing?

All the food available . . . and all of it paid for. There was more food than my mother had ever

dreamed of. Who knew when there would be so much food again? She felt she had to eat it,

and as much as she could. And of course, she ended up gaining quite a bit of weight.It may

feel like long ago, but in the 1940s and ’50s, the role of the average woman was to become a

mother and homemaker, while her husband was the provider. Just a decade later, in 1961,



when my mother was in college, marriage was still a primary goal for most women, and how

one looked was a very big deal: Twiggy was the face of fashion, the miniskirt and bikinis were

popular, and it was a time of youth and rebellion. And because Marjorie had grown up with

nothing, she craved the security of a successful partner.But she also felt she needed to look a

certain way in order to land a husband, so my mother ended up becoming a bulimic in college,

desperate to lose weight. And, sure enough, when the weight dropped off, along came my

father, a medical student. Naturally, the equations of “thin = finding a husband” and “thin =

success” became hardwired in my mother and, thus, in my childhood household. The answer

to all sorts of problems became “lose ten pounds.”When I was growing up, I was considered a

tomboy, and I think I naturally rebelled against the pressure to be beautiful my mother put on

my sisters and me. Although I could sense that something was going on with food in our family,

I was too young to actually put together what it was. I remember watching a TV movie as a

child called The Best Little Girl in the World, starring Jennifer Jason Leigh, about a young girl

who suffered from anorexia and bulimia. With her life-threatening weight loss throwing the

family into crisis, her father becomes hysterical and tries to force-feed her a peanut butter

sandwich. She fights him off and bites his hand. That type of stuff doesn’t happen in my house,

I thought. That can’t be what’s going on.I soon realized it was.However, Marjorie expressed her

dysfunction in more elegant ways. When I was struggling with my weight in my teens, she

suggested, “You can have your cake and eat it, too . . .” I knew exactly what she was referring

to, and I didn’t like it.“No, you can’t,” I snapped. I was angry that she felt she was above the

laws of nature, that the rules of cause and effect didn’t apply to her, and that she thought you

could eat whatever you wanted and not gain weight.But she also taught me, if you’re going to

do something, do it right.“Don’t use your finger,” she said. “It’s a dead giveaway; your face gets

puffy, and your eyes get bloodshot and teary.” I listened, both irritated and intrigued.“You have

to drink carbonated beverages while you eat, and don’t eat heavy foods like Chinese or pizza.

Those are too hard to get back up.”I learned that lesson the hard way, straining over a toilet

bowl with tears running down my face, trying to regurgitate the entire pizza I’d just eaten: tears

of self-loathing, tears from my obvious lack of willpower, tears from fear of weight gain because

of the pizza brick in my stomach. Tears because I’d listened to my mother’s advice.
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Ann Marie Keefe, “Lifesaver guide book for mothers.. It is a well written book and I admired her

honesty and frankness about her experience as a mother. Back in 60s and 70s. I have seen a

lot of mothers going through the tough times without the mom care guide. I'm not a mom but as

a hearing impaired child I can see my mom struggled through her anxiety and deep depression

and unable to care for herself. I wish that book came out earlier to save all the mothers through

their insanity during their motherhood. Believe me I have seen my mom as a swell seamstress

to make creative Halloween suits for five of us kids. I won second place wearing an octopus

with each arm has a little red baskets and eyeballs and nose and red polka dot suit and that

ridiculous polka hat dunce hat. Laura is a great creative cook instilled by her mom. The point is

that book will help the mothers to overcome their issues and seek help from their communities.

My mom died young at 56 and Laura wants to instill the values of being good healthy mom to

see her healthy kids flourish. Good job as a writer, Laura.”

Anonymous, “An absolutely amazing book!. I've been a fan of Laura Prepon ever since she

portrayed "Donna Pinciotti" on "That 70's show" and became an even bigger fan with her

portrayal of "Alex Vause" on "Orange is the New Black". So when she announced the release

of this book, I knew I had to get it. Now, I'm not a mother, but I am of a mother figure to my

youngest sister whom is 17 years younger than I am (I am in college now and she is going to

be 3 this year). I take care of her everyday because my parents work every single day and I

can't complain about the amount of time I spend with her cause she is truly the light of my life

and brings me happiness each and every day. So naturally, I want to create a good

environment for her and make things to keep her healthy. This book is an amazing resource for

all types of mothers and motherly figures to keep their children happy and also healthy. It deals

with coping with an unfortunate event of losing a child before birth, managing work and

personal lives, gives great advice from Laura's "Mom Squad" (Various female role models that

come from different backgrounds that also have children) with problems that you might be

dealing with while being a mom, have explanations from doctors of questions that you might

also have, and also amazingly healthy recipes that she also shares on her youtube channel!

Laura Prepon is truly a great role model to any mom figure and they will definitely benefit from

this book about her story on making mom life easier :)”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I love this book :). Laura Prepon knows just what we as mothers and

women need to hear. I truly enjoy her work and since discovering her Youtube channel, my life

has been transformed. After reading the Stash Plan I set out to eat healthier for my family and

for myself. In this book Laura has talked about many topics that women keep to themselves. I

appreciate how she put everything out in the open and encourages the reader to not feel

shamed or embarrassed about any of it and that we are all in it together as mothers.”

Ashley Stewart, “Excited. I’m super excited to read this book. The only reason I’m taking a star

off is because I received the book with some damage in the corner. This is not the first time (as

of recently) I have ordered something off Amazon that’s come with some sort of damage. I

won’t be returning though because the inside of the book is fine.”

Carmela, “Lauren rocks. This book is amazing. LAUREN is talented and when I first read an

article she talked in about postpartum anxiety that's when I got my answers about what I had

as well after the birth of my son.Loved every page of this book. ”

renee, “Bought new. Story of her busy life & miscarriage. Love her from orange is the new



black. It includes recipes”

Ebook Tops Reader, “An intimate, relatable & enlightening read.. Laura took me on an

emotional rollercoaster. Her honest, personal & powerful, recollections had me sobbing into my

face-mask at the hairdressers this morning whilst reading.Her sensitive descriptions of the

fears, panics & pains of being a new mummy (British spelling, D'oh!) pulled at my heartstrings,

as she reminded me of how I felt when my daughter was born.Making the read extra special

are the experiences & advice from her lovely 'Mom squad' & other professionals.Thank you

Laura, a brilliant, real-life read. I love the food & recipes too x”

Andrea, “A lovely book to have if your a mother or becoming a mother. Got here within a

weekIts a lovely book to have..and it will definitely help some people who are mothers who are

about to have children or have children already.”

Marti, “You and I as mother's. An amazing author, who describes her struggles and how she

has overcome it.”

Jhennypher, “Love Laura Prepon! 'dþ�. O livro é perfeito, a autora é perfeita.”

The book by Laura Prepon has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 408 people have provided feedback.
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